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PRODUCT AT A GLANCE
Product Type:

Web-based video annotation tool, facilitative tool, assessment,
instructional management, authoring

Language(s):

Authoring interface in English, Learner experience can be localized
to any language through standard web localization

Level

Beginning, intermediate, advanced (adolescent or adult)

Activities

Video quizzes (multiple choice and free-text questions with LMS
integration available), opportunities to practice reading, writing,
listening strategies

Media Format:

Video with an HTML5 interactive overlay

Operating System(s):

Windows and Macintosh systems that can support the latest two
versions of current web browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, Safari
and Internet Explorer
Latest iOS and Safari versions for iPad are supported

Hardware Requirements:

Mac or PC; will work on mobile phones within a Web container
object

Sound

Sound card and speakers are recommended

Video

System requirements for video are identical to system requirements
for the selected video hosting site

Supplementary Software or
Hardware

Updated web browser such as Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox,
Apple Safari, etc.

Printed Documentation

Available from: http://www.hapyak.com

Price

Free Version: for personal and evaluation use, create up to five interactive videos, all features available and all reports available
Professional Version ($100/month): for commercial use, create up to
five interactive videos with $1.00 per additional video, custom CSS,
all features and reports available
Enterprise Version: for corporate, media, and education (email
info@hapyak.com for a quote), multiple authors and multiple
groups, integration and extension APIs, native third party video
players, LMS modules, priority support, training and onboarding

Affiliation
Ohio University.
email: hilterbr@ohio.edu
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General description
HapYak Interactive Video (HY) is a web-based video annotation tool that
allows content creators to add a variety of interactive features to their multimedia projects. HY began in 2012 as a website that allowed multiple people to
annotate YouTube videos and turn them into interactive videos. When developers noticed a few pioneers using the platform for instruction and training
purposes, they responded by including instructional design elements in later
HY iterations. Interactive video can be defined as a ‘type of digital video supporting user interaction through gestures, voice, touch, and clicks. The richness of the interactivity can run across the spectrum … users can interact
inside the video itself, from filling out forms to taking interactive tutorials,
playing game-like experiences, or viewing nonlinear jump cuts to new video
material’ (Mullen, 2013: n.p.). HY allows learners to experience an enhanced
video viewing experience with opportunities to interact with language learning content such as pop-ups, multiple-choice and free-text questions, video
chapters (to segment longer videos), on-video external links, drawing overlays, images, and custom iframe extensions. Content generated using HY can
be embedded onto web pages, placed in learning management systems, or
accessed directly from the video’s landing page. HY does not claim to be a language learning or teaching tool, specifically. For the purposes of this review,
HY will be evaluated based on how it has been used for language learning and
what potentials it offers to instructors and learners.

Evaluation
Technological Features
The platform consists of an annotation editor, an annotation player, and a web
portal. The annotation editor (Figure 1) allows instructors to add annotations
to their videos from the menu along the bottom of the frame.
A small, white dot along the video timeline indicates the presence of an
annotation. To the right of the player controls is a series of buttons. Each button corresponds to a different type of annotation (text, hotspot, image, chapter, chapter menu, quiz, iframe, and drawing). Once an annotation button is
pushed, a customization menu appears, which allows the instructor to determine the length of time the annotation will display and whether interaction
with the annotation is necessary for the video to continue to play. The annotation player allows learners to play the video along with its annotations. A
video can be viewed on its unique landing page or can be embedded elsewhere. The web portal lists all video projects in a user’s account along with
their associated usage reports. Instructors will be able to see results of question
annotations, video plays, and learner activity within each project. The report
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depicted in Figure 2 provides the summary of questions answered by all viewers on all videos in an example account.

Figure 1: HapYak’s Annotation Editor Allows for a Variety of Types of Annotations

Figure 2: HapYak questions overview provides a summary of questions answered on
all videos
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Perhaps the greatest strength of the HY platform is the customer support
services available to instructors, creators, and learners. In addition to FAQs
and start-up documentation, a live chat support feature is available on nearly
every page of the website, including the homepage. A user need not create a
login in order to use the chat service. In the event that there is no customer
support specialist available for assistance, users are prompted to leave an
email address and a message describing the issue. The support team usually
responds on the same day and sometimes within minutes. Official support
documentation is in English only. In order to use the platform, an instructor
must create an account at http://corp.hapyak.com/service-plans with a valid
email address. No installations or downloads are necessary. While the feebased, top-tiered services offer many useful features, HY’s free service allows
for up to five videos and full reports. Instructors and content creators are welcome and encouraged to explore the free services before committing to other
tiers of service.
Because the HY platform only generates an HTML overlay, it is necessary to host source videos outside of HY. While several free and subscriptionbased options are available, the quality of the video streaming services selected
does affect the quality of HY’s annotation player. For example, if an instructor
houses his or her videos on YouTube where the video experiences audio-video
sync issues, these issues will exist in the annotation player as well. To be clear,
HY does not modify existing videos; it only modifies the manner in which
these videos are played and are viewed by using an HTML overlay.
Activities (procedure)
HapYak is not a language learning package but rather an authoring tool to help
instructors create activities and materials for a target student population. This
means that HY can be used to create either well-planned or poorly planned
interactive videos. This section provides an overview of the types of activities
that are potentially available to students.
Student activities that employ hotspot, image, and text annotations are
most useful when they are a good match between content and design. Adding
a layer of hotspots, for example, allows learners to access more information
on a topic, view examples as soon as they are referenced, or immediately complete the next steps of an activity. A student may be viewing a video on writing
a compare-contrast essay, and if the video references a specific example essay,
a hotspot may appear in the video so that students may follow the link to see
the example essay in another window. Hotspots can also be used to navigate
among different parts of the same video. If a learner struggles with a concept
or activity in a video, the instructor can provide a link to return to the beginning of the activity (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: HapYak Hotspots can lead to increased learner control

Images can also contain links. This feature is commonly used in creating
choose your own adventure types of video activities. For example, an instructor may provide a multiple-choice question on pragmatics in which students
choose how they should ask a stranger for directions. Each possible answer,
when selected, jumps to a different part of the video where one can see the
stranger’s response to the specific style of inquiry. The advantage is that, even
if a student gets the answer correct on the first attempt, she can go back to the
beginning of the activity and try different responses to see the feedback. While
this idea is not new, instructor access to authoring tools that can achieve this
learning experience is rapidly growing.
Iframe annotations allow instructors to embed HTML documents directly
into the video. Using iframes is an effective method for getting students to
complete activities on websites while remaining in the annotation viewer. For
example, a tutorial video on using a concordancer or an online dictionary may
also contain an iframe of a popular concordancer or dictionary for practice.
Chapter annotations and an associated Chapter menu allow learners more control over how they view videos. Larger segments of videos can easily be chunked into smaller, more digestible segments. The instructor, not the learner,
predetermines these segments. By using the chapter features, learners are able
to jump from section to section to review or skip information. Though this feature may not be specific to language learning practices, the ability to navigate a
viewing experience is one way of providing learners with a sense of agency.
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The primary learning opportunity afforded to students viewing videos
through the annotation player is the ability to answer questions as part of the
viewing experience. When placed appropriately, questions allow students to
check their own language comprehension and receive timely feedback. Questions can also be open-ended or short answer, though feedback for the latter
would not be readily available. Because interactive video is quite new, students
may not find interactive features to be intuitive. Instructors may be able to
prevent confusion by including a learner-training segment at the beginning
of their interactive videos. Figure 4 shows a learner-training quiz annotation
with a gate applied. Students cannot progress in the video until they confirm
their understanding of the interactive elements.

Figure 4: HapYak’s quiz annotation allows for learner training for interactive videos

Learner fit (design)
This review focuses mainly on using HY as a tool for instructors to use to
create content for students. There are a number of studies that examine the
value of student-generated video projects for facilitation of language learning
(see Godwin-Jones, 2012, for an overview of some of these). If an instructor
is considering using student video projects in the classroom, HY is certainly a
tool to add near the beginning of the ever-growing list of possible classroom
tools. In terms of instructor-generated content, a main advantage of using HY
is the control an instructor has over annotations. As learners’ skills increase,
instructors need only to return to the HY annotation editor to change the
interactive elements employed. For example, an instructor may remove text
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annotations as listening comprehension increases. HY is also efficient at creating varying learning experiences for different types of learners. An instructor
can take one video and add captions for beginners, add questions for intermediate learners, or add an activity to be completed in the iframe tool for
advanced learners. In order to achieve this variation, an instructor would need
to create three different projects in the web portal or pass in the type of learner
for a specific viewer using the HapYak APIs – http://www.hapyak.com/docs.
Teacher fit (approach)
Though the interface is easy to use when compared to other interactive video
platforms, the effectiveness of HY learning activities comes directly from the
planning phase in which instructors make deliberate design choices that are
grounded in their preferred instructional approaches. In other words, it is the
sole responsibility of the instructor to create effective learning activities for
students, and HY is merely a means of facilitating this process. This is important to note, as HY is not a product that is well-suited for an instructor who
is looking for a ready-made package of activities to supplement what is happening in the classroom. Rather it is a platform that can be used by instructors
who wish to use videos for learning and who are unable to find existing materials to meet the level of interactivity demanded by their students. In order to
meet these demands, instructors must invest considerable time in the activityplanning phase.
Conducting a cost-benefit analysis is a critical determinant in an instructor’s decision to use HY. Instructors and content creators must decide if the
potential benefits of the activities are worth the amount of time, effort, and
resources necessary to create an effective interactive video. Video production is not an easy process, and adding interactive features only contributes to
the complexity of the initial design phase. Other steps in this process include
writing the script, storyboarding, shooting, editing, uploading and streaming
the video, adding annotations with HY, and testing their final products. Some
instructors may already have effective teaching videos to which they would
like to add interactivity. In this case, an instructor may cautiously skip to the
step that involves HY, as retrofitting videos that were not intended to be interactive often falls short in terms of creating a significant learning experience for
students.
At the height of its potential, interactive video provides learners with agency
by allowing students to exert control and choice during viewing (Knoller,
2010). These features are similar to game design elements employed in interactive digital storytelling. While HY’s platform can be used to provide students with choices in the way they view learning content, the degree to which
perceived agency is achieved comes ultimately from the overall design of the
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task. HY provides ample opportunity to promote agency, but one must not
take these features for granted. Placing opportunities for students to choose
their own paths is not necessarily going to make students feel more in control
of the learning experience.
One possible limitation to using HY for language learning is that instructors are creating instructional materials that may not be facilitating much language use, collaboration, or human interaction. HY directly affords students
opportunities for listening comprehension, reading, grammar, and even writing (though in limited capacity), but fails to allow for direct speaking practice. While HY meets Mullen’s (2013) definition of interactive video, students
interface with multimedia only and do not have opportunities to engage their
instructors or peers, either synchronously or asynchronously. As such, interfacing seems to go in one direction (instructor creates interactive video -> student views video and interacts with annotations). Perhaps future iterations of
HY will include closed-group video commenting or the capacity for studentgenerated annotations. These additions would provide dynamic opportunities for more target language output and deeper language interactions. Until
and if these opportunities are made available, HY certainly allows for a learning experience that is, by no means, passive. Learners must remain actively
engaged in their viewing experiences in order to keep the videos playing,
which is something non-interactive videos do not necessarily require. Further, interactive videos can serve as a springboard for learning opportunities
promoting target language practice. Annotations can link to interesting and
involved activities elsewhere on the Internet.
Another important pedagogical concern is how well instructors can balance interactive elements to promote germane cognitive load (Paas, Renkl,
& Sweller, 2003) while avoiding cognitive overload. Due to the novelty of the
medium, best practices for designing interactive videos have not yet been
established. To address this issue, we must lean on theories of cognitive processing and multimedia learning in addition to theories of second language
acquisition. Learners have a limited pool of cognitive resources available for
the processing of verbal and visual input at any given time, and adding inappropriate multimedia elements in the form of layers of annotations can be
distracting or potentially over-taxing on cognitive resources by hindering the
learners’ processing capabilities and discouraging learner uptake (Mayer &
Moreno, 2003; Paas, van Merrienboer, & Sweller, 1998). For example, if
an instructor wishes to provide a link for students to obtain more information on a new concept in the form of a HapYak annotation, the annotation
must be on screen at a point in the video at which students have already been
given sufficient time to process all other audio and visual input necessary to
make the link meaningful in context. Most of these concerns can be addressed
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with learner usability testing. In the case of this example, it might be useful to
observe how students interact with the link. Do they have time to click? Does
this process interfere with navigation back to the video? Are students able to
use the information as it was intended? Not all activities translate well to the
interactive video medium, and usability testing can save instructors time and
provide insight into learners’ needs.

Summary
When its implementation is grounded in sound learning theories and instructional design, HapYak can be used as an effective platform for creating more
engaging videos and activities for language learners through a variety of applications. Though much instructor effort is required on the preparation end,
HY’s development team provides responsive customer service and support.
As the platform is still growing and developing, these ratings will likely raise
with later iterations of HY. Though their professional pricing is a bit steep for
most small-scale educational settings, HY’s free version allows users to test
nearly all features available to see if interactive videos will meet their curricular needs.
Implementation Possibilities:
Pedagogical Features:
Sociolinguistic Accuracy:
Use of Computer Capabilities:
Ease of Use (student/teacher):
Overall Evaluation:
Value for Money:

5
2
n/a
5
4/3
4
4
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